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Abstract: This article presents a hitherto unnoted and unpublished thirteenth-

century Arabic work on riddles. Zaynaddin Ibn al-'Agami's (591-674/1195-1276)

Kitäb i'gäz al-munâgï ft l-algäz wa-l-ahägi (The Confidant's Bemusement: On

Riddles and Charades) is the first surviving Arabic collection of literary riddles

by a single author. The Aleppine littérateur and religious scholar Ibn al-'Agaml
composed this book for al-Malik an-Näsir Yüsuf, the last Ayyubid ruler of Aleppo
and Damascus (r. 634-658/1236-1260). The work is an extensive collection of
riddles in verse and prose. All the riddles were composed and subsequently
solved and explained by Ibn al-'Agami himself. The book, which testifies to the

popularity of this genre in Ayyubid Syria, survives in a unique manuscript that
has been falsely catalogued as a copy of an earlier work on riddles. Despite its

importance for the history of the Arabic literary riddle, its existence has therefore
remained unknown.

Keywords: Premodern Arabic literary riddles, Arabic literature of the Ayyubid
period, Zaynaddin Ibn al-'Agami

Notwithstanding its importance as a genre of premodern Arabic literature, the

riddle has so far attracted little scholarly attention. This is because its rise as a

literary genre started relatively late, namely, in the Buyid era (ca. 322-448/933-
1056). The Arabic literary riddle reached its heyday in the Mamluk period and
continued to flourish throughout Ottoman times. Given the scholarly neglect of
the literature of these late periods, it is small wonder that the riddle, too, has

been little studied. This article presents a hitherto unnoted work on riddles:

Zaynaddin Ibn al-'Agami's unpublished Kitäb i'gäz al-munâgï fl l-algäz wa-l-

ahâgï, which dates from the mid-thirteenth century and is the earliest surviving
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collection of riddles by a single author.1 Given that this author is very little
known, I shall begin by offering some biographical data.

Zaynaddin Abü 1-Muzaffar Ibn al-'Agami (591-674/1195-1276), alias
'Abdalmalik b. Sarafaddln 'Abdallah b. 'Abdarrahmän Ibn al-Karâbïsi, belonged
to a prominent Aleppine family of Shafiite scholars. As Anne-Marie Eddé has

shown in a study she devoted to the history of this family in the twelfth and the

thirteenth centuries, the Banü 1-'Agami were in fact the most powerful and
influential Shafiite family of Ayyubid Aleppo.2 Descended from Abü 'All al-

Husayn b. 'All al-Karâbisî (d. 245/859 or 248/862), one of as-Säfi'i's most important

disciples,3 'Abdalmalik's great-great-grandfather, 'Abdarrahmän b. lahir,
moved from Nisäbür to Aleppo in 433/1041 - hence the nisba al-'Agami, 'the
Persian'. Already in the twelfth century, members of this family had
distinguished themselves in religious sciences as well as in fighting Shiism
widespread in Aleppo at that time. Even though they had already attained
prominence under the Zangids, their position was strengthened under the

Ayyubids, who also adhered to the Shafiite rite. Throughout the thirteenth

century, they occupied several lucrative teaching, judicial, and administrative

positions, socialized and intermarried with other elite Sunni families, and
entertained excellent relations to the ruling Ayyubid Sultans and, after the Mongol
invasions, their Mamluk successors.4

Zaynaddin was one of the most talented scions of the family in literary
matters.5 Born in Dü 1-Qa'da 591/October 1195, he studied religious sciences

under several prominent scholars, such as the great cadi Baha'addin Ibn

1 The first known collection of riddles by a single author is the now lost Kitäb al-armäz fi l-algäz

by the Buyid vizier Abü l-'Abbäs Ahmad b. Ibrahim ad-Dabbî (d. 399/1008), the protégé and

successor of Ibn 'Abbäd. On this collection and more generally on the first phase of growth of
the Arabic literary riddle (10th—12th centuries), see Papoutsakis 2019.

2 Eddé 1991; cf. Eddé 1999: 377-380, 614-615, 640, and 705 (Index "Ibn al-'Agami").
3 Brockelmann 1978.

4 Eddé 1991; Eddé 1999: 377-380, 481. Since its foundation in 515-6/1121-3, they retained
control of the prestigious Zaggägiyya madrasa (Nüraddin Zangi transferred and buried there the

remains of his grandfather Aqsunqur), whereas in 618/1221 they founded their own madrasa, the
Sarafiyya, in the quarter where they lived. They also held positions in the Zähiriyya, outside the

city walls, besides being entrusted with several inspectorships in Aleppo and Damascus. In
Mamluk times some members of this family made their careers in Egypt.
5 Eddé 1991: 69-70; Eddé 1999: 356, 379, 426-427, 481, 614; Vajda 1962: 47-48; Sourdel 1949-
1950: 88,101,107 (no. 21, wrong death year 664); at-Tabbäh 1988, 4: 487-488 (wrong death year
694); Ibn as-Sa"ar 2005, 3:106-110; Ibn Saddäd 1983:143-146; Ibn Saddäd 1991: 251; al-Yünini
1954-1960, 3: 136-137; Ibn Öamä'a 1988: 361-365; Ibn TagribirdI 1992, 7: 215; Ibn al-'Imäd
1986-1993, 7: 601. The following information is mainly drawn from Ibn Saddäd 1983: 143-146,
the most detailed biographical notice on Zaynaddin.
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Saddäd (539-632/1145-1235),6 the Hanafite hadff-scholar Iftihäraddin al-Häsiml
(539-616/1144-1219)7 and the Shafiite 'Abdarrahmän Ihn al-Ustäd (alias Ihn
'Alwän, d. 623/1226),8 and studied grammar under the distinguished linguist
Muwaffaqaddin Ihn Ya'Is (553-643/1158-1245).9 He was first appointed as legal
witness and deputy cadi in charge of marriage contracts in 616/1219-20 and

subsequently became repetitor (mu'ïd) at the newly founded Sayfiyya madrasa

(617/1220). To judge by two poems of his preserved in the Qalâ'id al-gumân, Ihn
as-Sa"är's (595-654/1198-1256) literary anthology, and which are addressed to
the Ayyubid Sultan of Aleppo al-Malik al-'Aziz (r. 613-634/1216-1236), he must
have had relations to the court since the early 1230s.10 In 656/1258-9 he

obtained a professorship at the Nüriyya madrasa and became head of the süß

orders (sayh as-suyüh) - positions which he held until the second Mongol
occupation of Aleppo in 659/1261. At the beginning of that year, he even held

a judgeship for four months (Muharram - Gumädä I 659/January - May 1261),

but then fled to Damascus and deputized as cadi of Bäniyäs for Ihn Hallikän
(608-681/1211-1282), the great cadi of Damascus. In 661/1262-3, again for fear of
the Mongols, he fled to Cairo, where the great cadi Tägaddln 'Abdalwahhäb b.

Halaf (d. 665/1266-7)11 appointed him as legal witness at the mosque of Ibn
Ruzzik. Tägaddln's successor, Taqiyaddin Ibn Razin, made him his deputy in
charge of marriage contracts and inheritances.12 Zaynaddln died in Cairo on 25

Dû 1-Qa'da 674 (11 May 1276) and was buried in a grave he had built close to as-

Sâfi'îs tomb at the Muqattam cemetery.

According to Ibn Saddäd, Zaynaddln authored several works, including a

collection of maqämät and sermons, a book on Sufism, a volume of praise

poems on the prophet, a diwân of secular praise poetry and another containing
his love verse, as well as a large collection of riddles of his own composition.13

Apart from twenty-odd epigrams preserved in the Qalâ'id al-gumân,the only

6 El-Shayyal 1971. Ibn Tagribirdi 1992

7 Eddé 1999: 374 and 703 (Index "al-Häsiml Iftihär al-Dïn 'Abd al-Muttalib"); at-Tabbäh 1988, 4:

321-322; ad-Dahabi 1990-2000, 44: 301-302.

8 Eddé 1999: 380 and 705 (Index "Ibn 'Alwän: 'Abd al-Rahmän Ibn al-Ustäd"); at-Tabbäh 1988,

4: 472-473.

9 Fück 1971.

10 Ibn as-Sa"är 2005: 109 (a poem dated in 629/1231-2), 106 (a poem dated in 633/1235-6).
11 Ibn Kafir 1997-1999, 17: 471-472.

12 Ibn Saddäd 1983: 144.

13 Ibn Saddäd 1983: 144.

14 Ibn as-Sa"är 2005, 3:106-110. Most epigrams are descriptive and love poems (there are also

two riddle poems not included in Kitäb i'gäz al-munägi). Two more epigrams not included in the

Qalâ'id al-gumân are preserved in at-Tabbäh 1988, 4: 487-488.
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work of his to have survived is the last-named collection, the Kitäb i'gäz al-munägi

fi l-algäz wa-l-ahägi {The Confidant's Bemusement: On Riddles and Charades),

which he dedicated to al-Malik an-Näsir Yüsuf, the last Ayyubid ruler of Aleppo
and Damascus (r. 634-658/1236-1260 and 648-658/1250-1260 respectively).15 The

work is preserved in a unicum Topkapi manuscript, which is however incorrectly
catalogued as a copy of an earlier riddle anthology, the Kitäb al-i'gäz fi l-ahägi wa-

l-algäz (The Inimitable Book on Quizzes and Riddles) by the twelfth-century Iraqi
author Abü 1-Ma'âlî al-Hazxrî (d. 568/1172).16 The manuscript is likewise incorrectly
mentioned as a copy of al-Haziri's book in Brockelmann's Geschichte der arabischen

Litteratur}7 Together with its title and the name of the dedicatee, however,

the name of the author is elaborately written on the first page of that volume:

'Abdalmalik b. 'Abdallah b. 'Abdarrahmän b. Abi 'Ali al-Husayn al-Karäblsi.

Apart from the similarity in the titles of the two works, the confusion arose

apparently from the fact that the author, 'Abdalmalik b. 'Abdallah, could not be

easily identified, as neither his honorific, Zaynaddln, nor his better-known
patronymic Ibn al-'Agaml are mentioned. I personally succeeded in identifying him

largely by chance.

The manuscript comprises 203 folios with fifteen lines per page and is

written in a beautiful nashi script. It seems to be an autograph18 and probably
the very copy that Zaynaddin presented to the Sultan. Given that in one of the

riddles Zaynaddin addresses 'Izzaddin al-Murtadä, the syndic {naqib) of the

'Alids of Aleppo at that time and a close associate of the Sultan, who died in
653/1255, the work must have been written before that date.19 An-Näsir bestowed

15 Humphreys 1993.

16 Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, Arabic Ms. no. 2419: Karatay 1969: 239-240, 302 (nos. 8283 and

8486). Nevertheless, the name of the author is correctly given in the online catalogue of the

Institute for Arabic Manuscripts (Ma'had al-Mahtütät al-'Arabiyya) of the Arab League, which

possesses a microfilm copy of it. On al-Haziri's book, the earliest Arabic treatise-cum-anthology
on riddles, see Papoutsakis 2019.

17 GAL SI: 441. Both Karatay and Brockelmann were misled by Rescher 1911: 710-711, who had

erroneously identified the manuscript as a copy of al-Haziri's work.

I am grateful to Professor Thomas Bauer and to Dr. Hakan Özkan for procuring me a digitized

copy of this manuscript.
18 The colophon reads: wa-hädä ähiru ma nazamtuhü wa-natartuhü li-l-i'gäz, fi l-ahägi wa-1-

algäz, wa-l-isärät wa-l-armäz. Fa-ta'ammalhu bi-l-basari wa-1-basïrah, wa-bsut 'udra gämi'ihi fi l-

muddati l-qasirah, wa-tarahham 'alayhi wa-'alä wälidayh, fa-hya a'zamu yadin tusdihä ilayh.
Note the similarity with the title of al-Haziri's book (al-i'gäz fi l-ahägi wa-1-algâz).

19 As-sarif al-Murtadä "Izzaddin Abü 1-Futüh Ahmad b. Muhammad b. öa'far al-Husayni (579—

653/1183-1255): see Eddé 1999: 439 (and the sources given there), 709 (Index "Tzz a-Din al-

Murtadä"); cf. at-Tabbäh 1988, 4: 410-412. In the last riddle of the second part of his book (fol.
197b-199a), Zaynaddin asks 'Izzaddin to present this part of the work to the Sultan.
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a taylasän upon Zaynaddln in 647/1249-50.20 This may mean that Zaynaddin
presented the work to the Sultan in that year.

The work is divided into three parts that are preceded by a short introduction.

In the introduction (fol. lb-4b), Zaynaddln praises the sciences ('ulüm) in
general and the riddle in particular, suggesting that riddles constitute useful

knowledge. Sciences are the most precious merchandise and the best craft to

exercise, while riddles are a touchstone of intelligence and an entertainment for
the hearts, he argues, and hearts need recreation.21 Noble assemblies are never
devoid of riddle competitions and the Sultan loves pursuing sciences in his free

time. He therefore composed for him witty riddles that bring praise to their
author and prove his merit and excellence. Zaynaddin names the title of the

work, explains its arrangement, and stresses that all the riddles are of his own
composition. To validate the topic of his book - and following in the footsteps of
the above-mentioned al-Hazïrî -, he then relates nine anecdotes involving the

prophet and other early figures that testify to their approval of riddling and the

use of ambiguous or cryptic expressions for entertainment or for reasons of
safety, when one is in danger or under duress. All nine anecdotes are apparently
taken from al-HazIri's introduction to his own work. Apart from these anecdotes,
the similar title and a few other very minor borrowings from the earlier anthology,

however, true to his word, Zaynaddin did not include anything by another

author in his book.22 The introduction concludes by restating the utility of
riddles as a mind-trainer - one's ability to solve riddles has a practical application

in breaking codes and reading encrypted texts.23

The first part of the work is by far the largest (fol. 4b-180a) and bears the

same title as the book as a whole. It comprises 192 riddle poems amounting to
991 verses.24 The length of the poems varies from two to fifteen lines, but the

most commonly used forms are the five-liner (41 poems), the seven-liner (40

poems) and the quatrain (32 poems). The poems are arranged alphabetically

20 Ibn Saddäd 1983: 144.

21 As convention required, he claims to have applied himself to the revival of scientific material
that had become rotten bones, i. e. had fallen into oblivion.
22 His knowledge of al-Haziri's work can be inferred from the anecdotes cited in the introduction;

moreover, Zaynaddin uses the term lugz lugawi, which was coined by al-Hazïrî for riddles
based on double entendres. The title is also inspired by the title of al-Haziri's book and may have

been conceived as a homage to that author. A riddle in rhymed prose (no. 9 of the second part
of the book, fol. 187b-189a), too, is a recast of a riddle from the earlier work.
23 Al-Haziri, too, argued along these lines. To many premodern Arab authors cryptography
(ila'miya) and riddling were related domains: see Papoutsakis 2019.

24 One poem is lost because a folio or two are missing from the manuscript; I cannot infer how

long it was.
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according to the rhyme-letter. The sections of rare rhyme-letters such as tä', dal,

zä', etc. contain only three riddles each; the sections of common rhyme-letters
such as alif, bä', tä' etc. contain ten riddles each. Each riddle is introduced by a

rubric, which states its number in the section as well as its topic, namely the

solution, and is followed by a detailed verse-by-verse philological and rhetorical

commentary in prose. Besides explaining the given clues and supplying the

solution, the commentary discusses the use of badV figures, poetic licences

and rare vocabulary. The great majority of the riddles are notional, that is to

say, riddles whose topic is a notion, a word's meaning (in Saussurian terms, the

signifié), which they paraphrase and disclose in puzzling ways, mostly using
metaphors and double entendres. In some sections there are clusters of riddles

on related notions, for example, various flowers, fruits, body parts, etc. This part
also includes some mu'ammayät (word riddles on persons' names).25 The poems
often start by addressing the implied reader/hearer and typically close by urging
him to solve the posed riddle.

The second part of the book (fol. 180a-199a), titled al-Algäz al-mantüra wa-l-

armäz al-ma'türa {Strewn/Prose Riddles and Handed-Down Signs), comprises

twenty riddles and riddle-like, that is to say, periphrastic solutions in rhymed

prose. Even though riddles in rhymed prose are much rarer than riddle poems,

they often occur in the sources throughout the premodern period (the oldest

specimens known to me date from the fourth/tenth century). Zaynaddin
introduces the riddles and the solutions with literary rubrics in rhymed prose. For

example, the first riddle, which is on the sun, is titled Nuzhat al-arwäh fi
ta'miyat al-baräh (The Minds' Leisure Walk: A Riddle on the Sun); its solution
is introduced with the phrase al-öawäb fi izhär dukä bi-mä qtadähu d-dakä (The

Answer Disclosing the Sun According to What Intelligence Requires). The

reader/hearer is addressed at the beginning and closure of the riddles, as in
the previous part, as well as of the solutions. Apart from notional riddles, this

part contains two juridical riddles (problems on inheritance shares and family
relationships cast in the form of riddles) and two computational riddles (involving

calculations).
The third part (fol. 199a-203a), titled Ibräz al-munägäh fi ihräz al-muhägäh

(Divulging Confidential Talk: On Winning the Riddle Competition), comprises

twenty ahägi (sg. uhgiya), a special kind of word riddles resembling charades

(see below). All ahägi are couplets and are each followed by a solution couplet.

25 Word riddles are riddles referring to the signifiant, i. e. to a word as such. On the basic

distinction between 'notional riddles' (Sinnrätsel) and 'word riddles' (Worträtsel), see Tomasek

1994: 46-49. Riddles that encode elements of both the signifiant and the signifié are called

'mixed riddles'.
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Let us first look at some riddles from the first and longest part of the book.

Obviously, since the solutions are given in the introductory rubrics, before the

riddles are posed, what attracts the reader's attention is how the poet
paraphrases and encrypts the given notions. The first riddle of each section in this

part of the book is addressed to the Sultan and is therefore very nicely wrought,
while its topic is mostly a notion related to the position and the role of the

addressee, namely royal insignia, prestige items and weapons. Zaynaddin
points to this feature in the introduction: "I address the first riddle of each

chapter to the Sultan in order to profit from the propitiousness of his mention
and fulfil my duty to praise and thank him", he says. In two instances, he

actually uses the first riddle of a section to voice a petition. The first poem of
the käf-section, titled 'Request for a royal endowment to the author and
commentator of these riddles',26 is a seven-line plea for an estate cast in riddle
form, whereas the very first riddle of the book, which is on dinars, is an
otherwise explicit appeal for remuneration. I quote:27

<jâljll> _ykj ^ JjVl jiill
jj Ujjj CiLjj i ' y

Jij ÂjUaé. jfrÜj
çj "i a 'j, 'nil 4jjUi Ç dl ^ylj

çb^ll < UV1"" Jij

King of our times, answer my call and make the heavens' shining stars appear
between us!

Show me Mercury ('Utarid) without rebuff (radd, i.e. -rid 'Uta> 'atâ') in the

day, because rebuffing is evening time to me!

Make it clear/Part with it in the zodiac sign of autumn and place its auspicious
Mansions in the winter!
Solve my sign and my riddle by disbursing it and realize the miswriting of hope!

This is obviously a complex riddle, which shows that a commentary was well
needed. As Zaynaddin explains, the heavens' shining stars in v. 1 is a metaphor
for shiny gold coins; he asks the Sultan to let them come forth. The second

verse exploits encoding techniques of word riddles, namely, changes in the
vocalization (tahrif) and omission of letters (hadf). 'Utarid without radd, that is,

rid, its last syllable, and a slight vocalization change becomes 'atâ', 'donation,

26 Iltimas at-tasadduq 'ala nctzim hàdihï l-algaz wa-särihihä min mawlänä s-sultän, fol. 140b-141b.

27 Fol. 5a-b.
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gift'.28 Zaynaddîn asks the Sultan to let this truncated and altered Mercury,
alias the gift, appear in the daytime, in order to make his clue more explicit,
given that Mercury appears only at night. A rebuff (radd) would entail for him
financial straits, metaphorically 'dark times', 'evening time'. In v. 3 he exploits
the polysemy of the verb abäna, which may mean 'make clear, clarify', a

meaning suggested by the riddling context, as well as 'part with', which is

the intended meaning. In his commentary, Zaynaddîn points out the tawriya.
The first autumnal zodiac sign is Libra (al-mïzân), the scales: Zaynaddîn asks

the Sultan to weigh the coins, in order to pay them out. He also asks him to

place the truncated Mercury's Mansions in the winter, thereby referring to a

number of stars the first component of whose name is sa'd, 'auspicious', and

which rise aurorally in the winter.29 What he means is that through the gift the

Sultan will procure happiness (sa'âda). The last verse urges him to solve the

riddle by authorizing the donation; he will thereby realize, that is, bring to the

poet, 'ampleness of means', rahä', which is the miswriting (tashlf) of ragâ',
'hope'.30

Not all riddles are this complex, however. Another riddle addressed to an-

Näsir is worth citing because of its unusual topic: 'the prayer of the wronged',
da'wat al-mazlüm. The riddle is straightforward and refers to the well-known
had.lt, according to which nothing can obstruct the prayer of a wronged man
from reaching God:31

Cjâljll > yt. j - U'.M ajcj JjVl jilll
£jiUail Lid (Ji. QÂ Ij

jLall ^ij lid ÜL- ^LjUaj La Sor. y

Ujj-. Jilll (ji
ijf. JA L ^ j (dä

Salâhaddïn, you who are highly exalted among us for the favours you bestow!

28 Zaynaddîn also comments on the fact that he treated 'Utärid as a diptote because of the

metre, adding that the Kufan grammarians allow this, whereas the Basrans disallow it. Suchlike

comments occur often in the commentary.
29 Sa'd ad-däbih, Sa'd bula'a, Sa'd as-su'üd and Sa'd al-ahbiya, collectively known as as-

Su'üd: see Lane 1863-1893: 1361.

30 The commentary to v. 4 is lost as one or two folios are here missing from the manuscript.
31 Fol. 113a-b. On the hadit, see al-Buhârî 1993, 2: 864 (bäb: al-ittiqä' wa-l-hadar min da'wat al-

mazlüm). Muhammad sent Mu'äd (b. öabal) to the Yemen to spread Islam advising him: ittaqi
da'wata l-mazlümi fa-innahâ laysa baynahâ wa-bayna llähi higäbun. See a riddle on the same

subject in al-'Askari 1933, 2: 214.
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Explain this to me - may I not be bereaved of you: What is humble but becomes

elevated among us to the highest end?

It travels by night, entire, lightweight, stretched out in a quick and ample trot.

Nothing veils it even though it is less perceptible than a secret barely audible.
Let the noble horse of your thought revolve around it and deter its night journey
with obedient godliness!

As his comments show, Zaynaddin was very proud of v. 3, since he had managed
to use the names of five metres (kämil, hafif, wâflr, ramal and sari') as ordinary
epithets bearing their common meaning. "This is a marvellous assemblage (of
puns) that can only be achieved with great effort and strain", he notes. The idea

expressed in v. 5 is also worth noting: the poet appeals to the Sultan's piety to

urge him to stamp out injustice. He must see to it that his subjects are treated

justly and thus prevent this sort of prayer from being uttered.

Typical of Zaynaddin's 'descriptive riddles', riddles that resemble descriptive

poems, as do normally his riddles on fruits, flowers and various
implements, is the following on the polo game. The rubric reads 'On the Mallet and
the Ball with Which One Plays While on Horseback':32

jAJ (JiAil l "g Ja ùj£]lj çjlaJj)>>>]l ^3 tlliûll ^*]i!

ejljLcJI y 33J 4^3^ d(J* cjjij
UjULmj jjy ^3 1 G

'
—j " I à i'n 33 y ''' ^3 ; 'n. ''i

(jTc. kUL IjLisi

CjIjSj dl!ljj j'Jaj blc. 3*J (Jjlh
' -f j 3Sj

CljljUaL àj33jî L_J £3J g 'l Vi ja ùjSja. Ii]

CjUj] 3*j _)AUä j Ajl 'Cla Ijjàjl a jj ^jlj
tyU.lA ^jàaSlj Ii] dj£j5L]l Laj lài (JbqJI ^Miî La là] ^jlà3

I saw a crescent moon circling a star - they appeared on earth, not in the sky!

They shone brightly towards me in a halo among lords, while the sun was high

up in the sky - how strange!
The lords resembled full moons travelling at night, along with crescent moons,
on a flashing one that rushed with them towards pleasures.

They followed a star that had set after rising and that flew amid alternate

charges and retreats.
When they set it in motion, it danced in their midst to a slap beat which they
accompanied vocally/with shouts.

32 Fol. 29a-30a.
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If they let it alone, they affirm a sign (of God's power)/fix a sign (=figure) that

will, however, be gainsaid by a clear text/displaced by a clear run after being
affirmed/fixed.
Explain to us what the crescent moon and the star that appeared to us are and
attend to my needs!

Knowing the solution in advance helps us again to follow the imagery of the

poem. The crescent moon stands for the polo stick and the star stands for the

ball. It is clear why they appear on earth and in the daytime. One may stumble

at the 'lords' who surround the crescent moon and the star by way of a halo in v.

2, since the players are not mentioned in the rubric. V. 3 both elucidates and
obscures this component: noble men are often likened to full moons; here they
travel, along with crescent moons, upon lightnings, that is, swiftly running
horses, and have fun. They follow the ball-star that rises and sets/falls and
flies amid the horses' charges and retreats. Moving away from the celestial

imagery, the vocabulary used in v. 5 takes us to another world, that of music,

dancing and singing. Beating, that is, hitting the ball makes it dance, the players

accompany the beat with their song, i. e. they shout in joy whenever they
manage to hit it. The double entendres in v. 6 relate to yet another context,
that of the affirmation of faith and its denial: if the players let the ball's 'body' or

'figure', äya,33 rest, they virtually fix it in a place (atbatü) albeit very briefly: the
horses' run (nass) will soon displace it - this is the intended meaning. But

referring to a star, äya can be construed as a sign of God's power,34 which the

players 'affirm', atbatü, even though a clear text, nass, will then gainsay and

reject it. Once more, in the commentary, Zaynaddln points out and explains the

intricate tawriya.
Mu'ammayät, word riddles on persons' names, are relatively few, twenty-

one of the almost two hundred riddles. Encoding techniques such as misspelling
(itashif), changes in the vocalization (tahrif), inversion (qalb) and omission of
letters (hadf), which are typical of word riddles, are nevertheless employed in
notional riddles as well - for example in the first riddle discussed above, in
which Mercury ('Utârid) is thus metamorphosed into a gift ('ata') and hope

(ragä') is turned into ampleness of means (rahä'). Characteristic of
Zaynaddln's mu'ammayät is the following on the name Rasa':35

33 In the commentary Zaynaddln glosses äya with sahs.

34 As Zaynaddln explains in the commentary, an-nagmu äyatun min äyäti llâhi ta'älä.
35 Fol. 170b-171a.
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jLaiilS Û^" '^^'"1 i-° C 1">II i"I

^jLudil i3l»j ^jC. t"JJJC CJWJ ^ Lj^

ü1# c-\\\) i. a.Wj diîâj

ûUjll 3^ cs^ ^"^.J 4-1x1^-3 (Jlâj

I asked my darling, when he came, 'what's your name?' and he pointed at his

front teeth that resembled pearls.
When they appeared serrated (badä t-ta'siru flh), I had no need for words (i. e. to
be told the name).

I said: 'The name is a description of the teeth. Grasp it then with (your) heart (i. e.

mind)/by inverting the letters (bi-qalbin)\' Surprised at my explanation, he

straightened his head
And said: 'You've gotten it right!', then went away quickly, as was his wont.

Explain the name of that person, who confided it to me without saying a word.
You will be honoured, if you do, for succeeding in this test.

As in this case, mu'ammayât on persons' names normally claim that the encoded

name is that of the beloved of the poet. Since pre-Islamic times serrated teeth, a

well-liked characteristic of youth, were often mentioned and praised in love

poetry. Inverting the word usur or usar, 'serration', yields Rasa', the name of the

beloved. This is admittedly an easy riddle, given that the solution is stated in the

rubric. What makes it interesting is the clever staging, the encounter with the

beloved and the dumb show that discloses his name: instead of saying his name,
the beloved hints at it by silently pointing at a member or members of his body or

a feature of his (in this case the serration of his teeth). Zaynaddin exploits the

same staging and the dumb show device in a number of similar mu'ammayät. In a

mu'ammä on the name Sa'id, for example, the young man gives three clues in
succession: he points at his teeth, which stand for the letter sin, then at his eye,
the letter 'ayn, and finally at his hand, in Arabic, yad. Taken together, these three

elements yield Sa'id. To show that he has understood, the lover replies again

obliquely: the name is an intensive adjective of a root meaning 'happiness'.36

As I cite a riddle in rhymed prose from the second part of the book in the

Appendix, I should now like to turn to the riddles of the last part, the ahâgï or

36 Fol. 13b-14b; cf. fol. 71a-72a, a mu'ammä on the name Muhayyä. In the eighth riddle of the

hä' section on the name Baktût (fol. 55b-56b) Zaynaddin plays with the reader's expectation:
the lover points again at 'his' breast, lit. 'the breast', ilä s-sadri. This time, however, Zaynaddin

means the very beginning, i. e. the first two words, of the poem.
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charades. The word uhgiya may mean 'riddle' in general, this being its original
meaning, but thanks to al-Hariri (444-516/1052-1122) it took on the additional,
special meaning, of 'charade'. Ahägi are for the first time attested in al-Hariri's

al-Maqäma al-Malatiyya. Since then they gradually grew quite popular,
especially so in the Mamluk period, from which several known ahägi collections
date.37 An uhgiya, commonly a couplet or very rarely a three-liner, divides a

relatively long word into two or very rarely three parts, each of which constitutes

a word in its own right, and substitutes each part with a synonym. The solver

must guess what the synonyms stand for and thus reconstruct the encoded

word. The solution adopts the same form (couplet or three-liner), usually but
not always including the metre and the rhyme. In the following charade (no. 6 of

part three of Zaynaddln's book), for example, the word barägit ('fleas') is

analysed as consisting of barâ, i. e. baran ('earth') and git(a) ('it was rained

upon'). The uhgiya hence asks what the equivalent of turäbun ('earth') umtira ('it
was rained upon'), i. e. 'earth that has been rained upon', is:

<(_!«jib>

Ijkii ilJ U ^^1-,' U U1 Ja

(JS Jj Ulk. (Jûaâll Ulla

0 you who contend with us in charades, tell us what is 'earth that has been

rained upon'?
(If you do,) you will beat us - nay, everyone!
The answer reads:

<JaLwi2t>

(jli qâ Ij UQ*
Q a. f, yi l$j Cjâlaj ÇijçIjJJ 1 -

(jJMj ^lill -- A*-? Cß^ Tj ujSb ûl35â ü (jSj jJc.là

You tested us with a charade on 'fleas', of which you spoke in your speech, o

you who excel among men.

Know it and remember us - may my soul ransom you - and don't forget your
promises to people!

37 Al-Hariri 2012: 408-420. Other extant ahägi collections are by Ibn Munir at-Taräbulusi (473-
548/1081-1153), Ibn al-Wardi (ca. 689-749/1290-1349), Ibn ad-Durayhim (712-762/1312-1361)

and Sihäbaddin al-Higäzi (790-875/1388-1471). The ahägi collections by as-Safadi (696-764/
1297-1363) and Sihäbaddin Ibn as-Säbb at-Tä'ib (d. 861/1457) do not survive. Charades were

popular in Ottoman times as well.
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The above examples and the prose riddle cited in the Appendix are representative

of the various kinds of riddles that Zaynaddin produced. Given that this
collection was addressed and dedicated to the Sultan, Zaynaddin was careful not
to overtax and weary his addressee. This is why he gives the solutions in advance

and furnishes detailed explanations of the clues he offers in the poems, in the

subsequent commentary. Both the riddles and the commentary in part one and the

solutions in parts two and three thus make very intriguing and entertaining
reading - a mandatory quality of belletristic works, even when they allege utility,
as in this case. Zaynaddin's riddles mostly operate with metaphors, double enten-

dres, oblique descriptions and puzzling paraphrases, which are encoding strategies

typical of notional riddles, the commonest type of riddles in this work.

Nevertheless, he also employs techniques used in word riddles, such as tahnf,
tashif, qalb, hadf, etc., albeit in a notably much lesser degree - all the more so as

word riddles are relatively few in his collection.

Zaynaddin's work attests to the efflorescence of the literary riddle in Ayyubid
Syria and the popularity it enjoyed at Ayyubid courts and in elite circles in
general. The genre had a long tradition in the region reaching back to the poets
of the Hamdänid Sayf ad-Dawla in the mid-tenth century.38 Another Syrian author
that contributed greatly to the genre's growth was Abü l-'Alä' al-Ma'arri (363-449/
973-1058) - one of the most important classical Arabic riddle authors.39 A number
of Syrian poets closer to Zaynaddin's times, such as Ibn 'Unayn40 and Ibn
Daftarhwän,41 as well as Zaynaddin's contemporaries Ibn 'Adlän,42 Ibn Qizil

38 Papoutsakis 2019.

39 On the riddles of al-Ma'arri, see Smoor 1988; Papoutsakis 2019.

40 Ibn 'Unayn, Sarafaddin Abu 1-Mahäsin, Muhammad b. Nasr (549-630/1154-1233), a close

associate of and briefly vizier to the Ayyubid Sultan of Damascus al-Malik al-Mu'azzam (r. 615-
624/1218-1227), was a very important riddle poet. His Dlwän (ed. Mardam 1946: 149-178)

comprises fifty-two riddles and solution poems (inch riddles that he exchanged with
contemporaries, e. g., a one-line riddle poem on Islam addressed to him by al-Malik al-Mu'azzam to
which Ibn 'Unayn composed a two-line response).

41 On Ibn Daftarhwän (589-655/1193-1257) see Bauer 2017; on his mu'ammayät on girls' names

see Weil 1984.

42 'Afifaddin 'Ali b. 'Adlän (583-666/1187-1268), a grammarian from Mosul, who lived and

taught in Ayyubid Cairo but had also connections to the Syrian Ayyubids, is known to have

composed a now lost book on riddles titled 'Uqlat al-mugtäz fi hall al-algäz, as well as a work on
cryptography: as-Safadi 1991: 308-314. His cryptographic treatise, which he dedicated to the

Ayyubid Sultan of Horns, al-Asraf Müsä (r. 644-658/1246-1260), has been published and
studied in Mrayäfi 1987-1989, 1: 261-307.
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al-Musidd43 and al-Is'irdi,44 who were all patronized by Ayyubid rulers (the last

two by an-Näsir Yüsuf, the dedicatee of Zaynaddln's riddle book), followed the

trend of the times and boosted with their riddles the growth of this genre, which

was to reach its heyday in Mamluk times. Zaynaddln's book is all the more

important as it is the earliest surviving collection of riddles by a single author

and the second oldest surviving Arabic work solely devoted to riddles after al-

Hazîrïs treatise-cum-anthology, which preserves riddles by ca. ninety authors

(mostly from the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries).

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to the anonymous reviewers of the Asiatische

Studien for their constructive comments and for improvements to the English style.

Appendix: A Riddle in Rhymed Prose45

j-uiC- £u<UJ! jiil!
jkj CjIAIIIJ Ailijjj (ûlill fjlÜl

LÎJJ-îJ ^
^jlaLaJl (JLiäJI IAjj ill ^ 4JL-aj

AjI^joli ^ 3 Lall ^Ijlal Aj ^aiJl aLLIj ^uj^jxJl Lall klnil

(*£jjo) liai jA Laj ^jUa-Vl (j-a ^ C5^

kliliib jLjlS jA (Jj jb-oC-Sfl jb-ajVl Vj
< iSl Vj J'Ir^llj >Ü1 ô^ljVl {jtab Aie. ôjLaûl JAJ V CLJIABIJ Ail^)li

9 ^ja Ale. ISua LaA ^ (jajilll ^IaC-U Vj (jajmi^all A^,jJ Vj
pLwJIj L5-i"^j LaxJ ^ 1

ag n ft jiVl LAAAÂÎ CIijjÎ Iii jj

jkj Aâljâ Jjjj^l AiÜfr JJIJÎI

ô^jLulÎI 4_iâ dliuuülj ôjbiyi 4jÎI dixâj (^Ül 1ÂA (jl A al"s _^âl_uJl A air, ^âl^ll Lgjl ^ic.1

Ijtgi lAJ-u<aâJ ojbj Lbtil pLia A*J Luiaîl Aie. LAjjjjj ^lj_^lj jA*Jl 1
g Àûfo 1 ^jlj

jjfr 4jIÜ1j ^^a LaJ Ajlâl JÛC. IaILu^.1 4yic. L^JUsl Ait Aull lg Ijl^a. lAAufiajlj

43 Sayfaddln al-Musidd, 'Ali b. 'Umar Ibn Qizil (602-656/1205-1258), Egyptian poet and

chancery secretary: as-Safadl 1991: 353-365 (and the sources given there); Eddé 1999: 254

note 445, 268. His Dïwân contains twenty-five riddle poems (counting riddles found in both

ed. al-HabbäzI 2002 and Salläm 1999).

44 Nüraddln Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Isfirdl (619-656/1222-1258), poet and boon

companion of the Sultan an-Näsir Yüsuf: see Rosenthal 2004. His Diwän (Ms. Escorial ar. 472)

contains eight riddles.

45 Fol. 197a-b. I have retained the orthography of the manuscript, which is extensively
vocalized. I very rarely add saddas or vocalization signs for ease of reading.
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Ajllajâ lLloAjjS ûj ji A U-s.1 Jiij <Lji£ diJiji Ijjj AàsuJaj L^j j3 a1£_i V

<Üjl v_jL-tai IA3 L)J^J VJ 4-iji

The Nineteenth Riddle on the Notion That Exists by Itself and
Was Created for Rest and Pleasures

What do you say, o banner of knowledge and the utmost end of forbearance,
about a companion whose largesse offers rest and whose existence eliminates,
whose embrace delights and whose separation causes insomnia? One longs to be

united with him, to separate oneself from him is difficult. He presents himself
often to the eye the way the beloved's apparition visits the mind. He creeps into
souls the way water creeps into plants, so that souls become revived thanks to his
abundant gift and they mix with him the way water mixes with wine - in a

clandestine night travel and with great delicateness that truly often overwhelms
the minds of living beings. It is not a well-proportioned body nor one that sharp

eyes can see or that becomes visible every time a new day begins. Rather, it is a

notion that exists by itself and was created for rest and pleasures. It cannot be

achieved - and this is extraordinary - when the wish for it materializes on a

journey or at home unless (this is done) with obstructed eyes. Furthermore, it does

not exist in the perceptible world unless the souls are effaced. The presence of
these two together (the companion and the souls, i. e. self-awareness) is
inconceivable to those who are knowledgeable and cognizant. Rather, whenever one of
the two is affirmed, the other is negated as a notion. Identify these two to me, for

your judgment is most lofty and radiant. Regards.

The Solution Regarding Him Whose Embrace Delights and
Whose Separation Causes Insomnia

Know, o you who possess ample knowledge and whose forbearance is a mediator,

that the one to whom the indications point and about whom ample
explanation has been given is someone who comes and overwhelms the souls
and steals them in the mornings and the evenings. He visits them at close of day
after the evening prayer and sometimes comes to them in the day, lies in wait for
them in public and embraces them as they turn to him and pelts their bodies,
when he encounters them, with something that repels those who confront him
and prevents them from acting freely - but not with the palm of his hand - and

despite their strength relative to his weakness. If you wish to uncover him but
his light has so far missed you so that you think that it has been eclipsed, search
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for him in (the word) yawm (day) the first letter of which I have changed (i. e.

search for the solution in the word nawm sleep). And do not interpret this clear

text - for he who interprets it, misses the target. Regards.
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